Introduction
This paper concerns the J. Ginsburg's article [1] so the most of our terminology and notations follow that of [1] .
Let (P,*) be an ordered set. A subset S of P is called a cutset in P if S meets every maximal chain in P. P has the 1-cutset property if for every xeP either {x} is a cutset or there exists yeP noncomparable to x such that {x,y} is a cutset in P (in the terminology of [l] :{y} is a cutset for x).
We use signs i and ~ for noncomparability relation and comparability relation, respectively. For xeP, the set {peP:pix} will be denoted by Ip(x) or by I(x) if P is obvious from the context. An ordered set has width two if it contains at most two-element antichains. Observe, that if P has width two,then Ip(x) is a chain (may be empty). For a finite P and xeP with nonempty X(x) we let x=maxl(x) and x=minl(x). For XSP let X be the set of all upper bounds of X in P. If X is a singleton {x}, then we use x* instead of {x}*. The ordered set represented by the diagram in Figure 1 will be denoted by B. Whenever we refer to B via sequence of the form (x,y,u,v,s,t) , it means that x,y are minimal, u,v are maximal and s,t are "middle" elements of B. Obviously, the mapping x >x* is an order-embedding of P into P, so P can be considered as an extension of P. Element a of P of the form x* will be called standard, otherwise it is called a nonstandard element. Trivially, {x,y}* is a standard element if and only if {x,y> has a join in P.
We will obtain our purpose when the following theorem will be proved:
Theorem. If a finite ordered set P has width two and it does not contain B, then the ordered set P (defined above) has the following properties: (i) P has width two, (ii) if {x,y} is a cutset in P then {x*,y*} is a cutset in P, (iii) P has the 1-cutset property.
Proof. We start with two key technical observations: (•) Let x,y,zeP and xiy. If {x,y}*iz* then z is strictly greater than exactly one of x,y. (•*) Every two nonstandard elements of P are comparable
The proof of («) is routine so we show (••) only. Let a={x,y}*and b={t,u}* be nonstandard elements. {x,y} is an antichain thus, by the assumption on width, t is comparable to x or to y, say tax. It is easy to verify that t=x leads to the comparability of a and b. Thus t>x. Similarly, any other comparability of u to x,y than u<y implies bsa. Now assume u<y and aib. Let s,w be arbitrary elements of a-b, b-a respectively. It holds s^t, otherwise se{t,u}*=a, similarly w i-y. Hence B=(x,u,s,w,y,t) has been obtained, in contradiction to the assumption (Figure 4 ) .
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To prove that P has width two, assume {a,b,c} to be a 3-element antichain. As P has width two, at least one of a,b,c must be nonstandard. Hence, by (**), exactly one of them is Similarly, w>x and (t,u,s,w,x,y,) is isomorphic to B. Now, assume {x,y} to be a cutset in P and {x , y > not to be a cutset in P. Let x*<a>b<y* be a critical fence to {x*,y*> (in the dual case the argument is similar). aiy* thus a-y* is a nonempty set. Let t be its arbitrary element. Thus x<t and tiy. Let b={u,v>" (if b=u* then the argument is almost the same). Thus ysu,v (as y*sb) and t£u,v (as asb). Moreover, one of u,v is noncomparable to x, otherwise x*~ b. Assume uix.
Then x<t>u<y is a critical fence to {x,y}, contrary to the assumption.
a={x,y} 6
Figure 6 Figure 7 Now, we choose, to any aeP, a noncomparable element b such that {a,b> is a cutset in P. First, let a={x,y}* be a nonstandard element. We can assume that P contains an element which is noncomparable to a (otherwise {a} is a cutset in P).
In particular, a is not the greatest in P, i.e. a*e>. Let s,t be two minimal elements of a. With no loss of generality we can also assume x and y to be maximal elements below s and t (otherwise consider X q = max{u:x^uss,t} and y Q = max{u:ysuss,t}.
Obviously, a={x ,y }*, so we could substitute x,y by So we can assume b={z,y} to be a nonstandard element.
Thus it has two minimal elements u,w. Obviously, one of them, say u, is comparable to x. u^x, thus u>x (Figure 8 ). To prove that {a,b> is a cutset in P, assume x*=a>d<c>b to be a critical fence for it ( Figure 9 ). By («»),d is standard, say d=s* and s<x. By (•), s is strictly greater than exactly one of z,y. Obviously s^y hence z<s<x (Figure 8 ). cia thus c-a*0.
Let t be an arbitrary element of c-a. d<c implies set. b<c implies teb, hence t^u or t^w. The first is impossible otherwise tsx. Therefore t>w and x>s<t>y is a critical fence for {x,y}, contrary to the definition of z. Consider the dual case,(x*=a<d>c<b is a critical fence to {a,b} ( Figure  10) ).
Again, d=s* for some s>x (Figure 11 ). Let t be defined as follows: t is the least element of c (if c is standard) or (if c={u,w}*) t is that element of u,w which is noncomparable to x. Anyway, tix, thus, by the definition of y, tay. Moreover, by c<d, sat, hence say. It implies that se{z,y>* hence dab, contrary to the criticality of the fence.
